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Women candidates arise in by-election

Liberal Fiona Kotvojs

Labor's Kristy McBain

Woman candidates have emerged as contenders for the
Federal Seat of Eden Monaro, while all the attention was
focussed on Member for Bega Andrew Constance and
Member for Monaro John Barilaro’s spat over the seat and
Senator Jim Molan announced that he would not be in the
running.
The only confirmed candidate is former Mayor of Bega
Council Kristy McBain, who has been endorsed by Leader
Anthony Albanese.
Keeping quiet, Fiona Kotvojs from Dignams Creek is
expected to seek preselection for the Liberal Party. Kotvojs
was a very strong contender against Mike Kelly in 2019, with
only 1600 odd votes separating them.
Nichole Overall, wife of Queanbeyan Palerang Mayor Tim
Overall, is reported to have expressed interest in running for
the Liberals Party.

Nicole Overall with John Barilaro
Overall was awarded Monaro Woman of the Year by John
Barilaro last year (pictured). Jerry Nockles and Pru Gordon
are reported to be contesting the Liberal pre-selection. .
Resident of the electorate were phone polled on their
preferences during the week. They were asked : "Do you
have favourable, unfavourable or neutral opinion of the
following people – ScoMo, Radmila Noveska, Althony
Albanese, Kristy McBain, Tara Moriarty, Leanne Atkinson,
Nichole Overall, Mike Kelly, Jim Molan, the Liberal Party,
Bronny Taylor, John Barilaro, Gladys Berejiklian, the Labor
Party, Fiona Kotvojs.”
Further questions were “If the following people were
candidates, who would you support – Constance, McBain,
Barilaro?” And “If the following people were candidates, who
would you support – Molan, McBain, Barilaro.”
By Alex Rea

FLASH SALE at ALTENBURG & CO
Saturday 9th May 10 - 3

Everything in Store
*half price for Mothers' Day
(excludes consignment work)
+ Complimentary gift wrapping
(1.5 metre distancing rule in store applies)

104 Wallace Street

p) 0413943158
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letters to the editor

APEX news

Welcoming the Bugle
Now, I imagine a lot of people in the Braidwood district
look at people like us as just part of the passing parade.
People-in-transit with no real interest in Braidwood. This
note is to admonish you. You are wrong. We love your
town, and we love pausing to enjoy it as we pass
through. So much to enjoy! We loot your bakeries and
we scoff your pizzas. (Was there ever a town that did
more baking than Braidwood?) We depend on your
coffee. We dip into your galleries, op-shops and bric-abrac. We pause and chat with your vendors, elders and
characters. We admire your quilts. We stroll in your
park, we've walked your streets and tried out your
exercise garden, we are intimately familiar with all your
toilet facilities and thank you for them! We wonder at
your great old buildings, wishing we could explore their
interiors. We've worried with you, as flames encircled,
and as businesses became endangered by reduced
traffic. We've giggled at the "Barbed Wireless" sign, but
recognised how important it must have been during the
fires. And we've invested - your ever-alert constabulary
have relieved us of quite a few quid when lulled into a
false sense of security about the exact location of the
town limits!
But let me draw this rambling note to an end. The
reason I write is to convey my joy that we can now have
some Braidwood regularly delivered to our home in
Malua Bay. We welcome the Bugle!
Oh, but on that question of significant birthdays coming
up? We just check that big rock on the Canberra side of
town....
Terry McGee
Malua Bay

From bushfire recovery and now the COVID19 pandemic!
This week our club held its first virtual meeting. After a
few technical glitches it was quite a successful meeting
with some great outcomes.
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Items discussed were:
•Defensive Drivers Course for new drivers. It was decided
that we try to run this again this year after lasts year great
success and that it is still to be run in September.
Hopefully COVID allows this happen for our young and
inexperienced drivers.
• Diggers Day - Yes, it will be on, Format and team make
ups will be advised closer to date. Remembering we hold
the event on the Saturday closest to Remembrance Day
we have a bit of time up our sleeves.
• The rebuild of Bombay reserve after the fires... We are
researching possibilities for a bit of a rebuild out at
Bombay to bring this great community area back to its
former glory.
• And we basically just had a mental checking with our
members. With the drought, bushfires and COVID every
single one of members have been directly affected in
some way.
It was a great way to catch up and be rest assured your
local APEX club is still trying to find ways to better the
community for all.

Rates response
The following is responding to Mrs. Sue Murray.
Sue please note I have been insulted by experts.
In your recent diatribe aimed at me you have not justified
in any way the rates model you appear to consider fair
and reasonable. The model is a disgrace.
I simply do not and will not accept that a group of
intelligent people such as your self, properly informed,
could possibly agree to the model previously displayed
and I believe now on public display.
Among many questions the model raises please justify
the fact that across the whole model, two rateable entities
with the same valuation in the same category pay
different rates.
Walter Raynolds
Maringa
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Please provide youR full name address and contact details (Not
for publication). Please keep your Letters to under 500 words.
Email braidwoodbugle@gmail.com
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After the Smoke - Araluen fundraiser
By Luke Watson
The organizers of the event 'After the Smoke
Araluen,' are pleased to announce that we raised
over $22000 for the community of Araluen.
This was done without hosting the event.
The event was to be a concert with a picnic
atmosphere, family orientated food and market
stalls at the Araluen camp ground, with a big
focus on mental health.
We then took on the task of finding recipients to
receive this money. This was a hard task giving
that Covid-19 has restricted the movement of the
community. We have broken this task into three
rounds. In the first round we have given away
$8000. The money was put directly into the
accounts of their chosen hardware stores.
We are now in the process of finding the next
group in our community that need a little extra
help. The amount of money that we are giving out
does not fix the damage that they have sustained
due to the bush fire, but it lets them know that
they are not alone and members of the
community are thinking of them.
We like to think of it as a big warm hug from the
community. The organizers of this event Darren
McDonald and Luke Watson and their team are
determined to put this event on as soon as the
restrictions of covert are lifted.

Kevin Pluess from Nutrien Ag Braidwood with Araluen fundraisers Bev Bateman,
Luke Watson and Darren McDonald.

Road work on Araluen Road
Work to clear a rock slip on the Araluen Road began Wednesday 6
May. Eurobodalla Council’s road crew will conduct minor scaling of
the adjacent rock wall and road clearing at a section of road about
25 kilometres west of Moruya. The work is expected to take a week
to complete. Advisory message boards will be sited at Araluen and
Larrys Mountain Road, and traffic control will be in place. Motorists
should expect minor delays at the site.
To view current road closures in the shire, visit
https://www.esc.nsw.gov.au/council-services/works/road-closures.

Open all weekend
Pop in for that perfect Mother’s Day Gift!
Something for everyone this winter at Len Mutton & Co

OPEN 7 DAYS - The cornerstone of customer service for 107 years
Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au
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Update from the Braidwood Community Association
By Sue Murray
Hello to all BCA members and supporters,
I hope you're all well and keeping safe. With
the extreme challenges to our community in the last 5-6
months, a lot of the issues which previously occupied the
BCA have been put on hold. We have continued to be
involved in community life,but in different ways.
We have developed strong connections with the QPRC
Bushfire Recovery Team, led by Terry Campese and
Sharon Alles. Every week we take part in a Zoom
meeting with Terry, Sharon,and representatives from
other organisations involved in the recovery and renewal
process. A number of community members take part
and it's a great forum for sharing information and
discussing ways to move forward.
The BCA also has representatives on the Committee
formed to administer the BLC Braidwood Community
Help Fund. This fund was set up to provide help for local
people impacted by the bushfires. The funds have come
from a number of generous donors, including the
Bendigo Bank and QPRC, as well as private donors. The
Committee is made up of 2 Braidwood Life Centre reps,
2 BCA reps, and one rep from Vinnies. The Community
Help Fund has given fuel vouchers to all the Mosquitoes
we could identify.

For those who aren't sure, Mosquitos (Mozzies) are
community members who used their own vehicles,
equipment and fuel to assist the RFS in fighting the
bushfires. We identified over 200 Mozzies, and they have
all been offered a $100 fuel voucher, as a way to say
thanks from the community for their incredible efforts
during the fires. The BCHF has distributed grants to many
people who lost property, infrastructure, fencing etc
during the fires. Grants are also being offered to
businesses who lost trade during those weeks when our
town was almost completely isolated.
And of course the BCA raised over $13,000 in donations
for the ten local RFS brigades who did a magnificent job
during that long, hot terrible summer. All the local
brigades were very appreciative of this gesture of support
from the community.
Identifying people impacted by bushfires is one challenge.
It's harder with Covid 19 as we are isolated and
communication has become "virtual". We know that the
local service organisations are all looking after people.
There are informal networks of friends, neighbours and
relatives who will be looking after the elderly and
vulnerable. We have very strong community
connections. There's always the chance that someone
will "fall through the cracks" so if you know of anyone who
needs help, either for bushfire recovery or due to the
impact of Covid-19, I can try to connect them with
someone who can help.
All personal information is completely confidential. Reply
by email if you have any concerns for people you know.
As well as our local networks, the QPRC Recovery
Committee has lots of connections to help people.
The 6 monthly QPRC Community Consultation meeting
would normally be held this month. This has been a really
important way for us to speak directly to QPRC Senior
Management in the past. This month they will
be doing a "virtual" meeting instead, and have asked for
items for the Agenda. We don't know the meeting date
yet, but Agenda items need to be sent to QPRC by May
8th. We have some items in mind, apart from those
already on the QPRC Agenda. Without that direct contact
with QPRC senior managers, we are reliant on written
communication. I hope that many of you will tune into the
"virtual" meeting. Please submit any items that are of
concern to you either to the BCA by email or directly to
QPRC. The link is Virtual community meetings to keep
residents informed and engaged.

Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au
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Diversified Minerals Community Grants Program
The Community Grants Program aims to assist
community groups to undertake a wide range of
activities that contribute to the social, educational,
recreational, environmental and community
development aspects of the local communities
10
x 20mm
surrounding the
Dargues
Gold Mine.

Grants of up to $3,000 (GST Inc.) are available to
eligible applicants. The aim of these grants is to
support organisations that provide specific
sustainable outcomes which have long lasting
benefit/s to the wider community.
Eligibility Consideration will be given to pursuing
community partnership with projects which:
· Are within Majors Creek, Araluen, Braidwood and
surrounding communities;
· Indiscriminately benefit the whole or a wide
section of the local community;
· Provide enduring value to the community;
· Are recognised charities, disadvantaged groups,
not-for-profit organisations, community or
educational projects; and
· Fundraising events such as dinners, cultural
events or local sporting activities.
Exclusions
Generally, the following will not be considered for
community partnership funding:
· Political organisations or campaigns;
· Projects which, in the opinion of the Dargues Gold
Mine, are the responsibility of Federal, State or
Local Government;
· Organisations who have previously received grant
funding but have not properly acquitted the previous
funding agreement;
· Applications submitted after the closing date;
· Projects that are for commercial benefit; and
· Retrospective activities or events.
Applications for this round of funding are accepted
between 30 April 2020 and 11 June 2020.
All applications are kept confidential by the Dargues
Gold Mine while being assessed. The successful
applicants will be notified within 2 weeks of the
closing date.
More detail and the application form can be found
on their website.

Braidwood Scouts received a grant in early February 2020.

QPRC ON-LINE Road Rules Quiz
While at the moment drivers are encouraged to
cancel all non-essential travel and stay home, there’s
an on-line promotion being run in our region to help
drivers refresh their knowledge of
the road rules. QPRC in partnership with TfNSW
Southern Region have created an on-line road rules
quiz testing driver knowledge of the Top Ten
Misunderstood Road Rules.
‘With over 600 entries received so far the quiz is
proving popular and our average score has been
82%.
We’ve been delighted with the response rates which
has our Council second in the region,’ said Council’s
Road Safety Officer Jo Wilson-Ridley.
‘The quiz tests some of the road rules that I often
receive comments from the public about, like rules
for roundabouts, merging, mobile phones and using
headlights. When I run training and education with
the community, there are often questions
about the rules for using roundabouts, so the quiz is
a good chance for local drivers to check their
knowledge is up to date about these trickier road
rules. The on-line quiz also features educational
resources and animations about the Top Ten
Misunderstood Road Rules that can be easily read
and referenced before taking the quiz.’
Each week an entry is drawn to win a $50 voucher
from a local supermarket or restaurant. The quiz is
free to enter, takes 5-10 minutes to complete and is
open for another week until Sunday 17 May. Go
to www.surveymonkey.com/r/ROADRULESQUIZ5

Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au
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church news
St Andrews Anglican Church

Eastertide Reflection 2
On the first Easter morning the women came to look at Jesus’
tomb and to mourn. Matthew Chapter 28, verses 1 to 10. An
angel comes to the tomb, with an appearance like lightning
and causing an earthquake, and he rolls away the stone and
sits on it. The women have come to the tomb to see it and
grieve. But the angel tells them that the one who was in the
tomb isn’t there so there’s no need to grieve anymore
because Jesus has risen from the dead!
So the women who have come to grieve hurry away “filled
with joy.” What happens next makes their joy
overflow: the person they have come to see dead is standing
in front of them alive!
Jesus takes our sorrow and turns it into the greatest joy. If
you haven’t met him yet, I hope you meet him soon.
You may be interested to know that our local Braidwood
radio station (88.9FM) is providing a radio church service at
10am on Sundays. This is a local ecumenical venture,
coordinated by the Uniting Church, and is known as
Braidwood Community Church.
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Braidwood Uniting Church

We have a common saying, “They are the salt of the
earth.” It was Chaucer, in the late 14th century, who is
noted as first publishing the phrase, “Salt of the earth.”
Though scholars presume he took his lead from Latin
versions of the Bible. Centuries earlier in Matthew 5:13,
Jesus sat down on a mountainside, looked around at his
disciples and he declared, “You are the salt of the
earth...” To be the salt of the earth in Australian
vernacular is to be respected and considered of great
worth. We describe someone as being “the salt of the
earth” when they are reliable, thoughtful of others, and
deal with difficult or demanding situations without
making a fuss. They are someone with no “airs-andgraces,” another common saying.
Before Chaucer took the quote and published it widely:
What was Jesus saying to his followers? It is at once
both a description of who they are, and an invitation of
the more they can become. “You are the salt of the
earth.” Salt is valuable and makes food tasty. You are
valuable and your presence in the world brings out great
flavour. This week you might like to contemplate Jesus’
declaration that you are a treasure, and you can stand
tall as you be your unique flavour of salt in your world.
Blessings from Dr Julie Fletcher and the Braidwood
Uniting Church, if you have a prayer request, please
email drjuliefletcher@gmail.com.
Thank you for your generous donations to our Op Shop
in the past. Being closed at present, means we cannot
accept donations currently. Please hold them for now,
and when we reopen, we will be delighted to once again
be a part of recycling in Braidwood.

St Bede’s Catholic Church

Thank you to those who responded to the letter from the
Finance Committee. Reminder – if you need help
to make a deposit, I can provide you with assistance. If
anyone has Project Compassion boxes to return, they can
be dropped at the Presbytery. Just ring the bell so Brian
knows they are there.
There a great response to the first week of the QPRC Online Road Rules Quiz with over 300 responses and average
score of 83% - so well done QPRC road users.
One lucky winner that entered the quiz has won a $50 gift
voucher to local supermarket.
There are still 2 more weeks left to enter the quiz – it’s free,
takes 5-10 minutes and all entries go into draw to win a
prize. Here is your link for the quiz:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ROADRULESQUIZ5
You are invited to take part in a survey on Grief in Older
persons..
Study details: Who are we looking for?
We are looking for people who are: a. Aged 65 years or
older. b. Currently living in Australia. c. Able to read and
write in English. d. Have experienced the death of a
significant person in their life at least 6 months ago or longer.
What do we ask them to do? We are looking for people to
complete a 25-minute survey, which is available online and
as a paper-based version that can be posted to interested
participants. The survey addresses questions related to
grief, wellbeing, health and the use of healthcare services.
What do we offer in return? In addition to knowing that your
support can help us better understand the bereavement
needs of older people, we also offer the following: Everyone
who completes a survey can enter into a draw to win one of
five $200 Coles Myer gift cards.
One for the chaps: Today RAMHP are pleased to announce
the official launch of a new men’s website which helps rural
men reach their best possible mental health. Like many of
us, the RAMHP team saw that many men in the bush who
weren’t doing well were also not reaching out for help to
keep themselves strong and well. In response, the RAMHP
team worked with rural men to build You Got This Mate.
You Got This Mate provides men with practical tips and
information about how and when to take action when it
comes to their mental health. Featuring an interactive quiz
and videos of men sharing their stories about their own
journey and struggles with mental health, You Got This Mate
also connects men to the best possible care in their
local area. There’s also some great information for friends or
family members who may be worried about someone and
aren’t sure how to help.
Like all RAMHP products, information presented on the
website is evidence-based, developed with the Research
Team of RAMHP’s lead organisation, the Centre for Rural
and Remote Mental Health. Please take a moment to visit
www.YouGotThisMate.com.au. It only takes a second to
share it or pass it on to a mate too. You got this mate… and
RAMHP’s here to help.
A reminder that you can tune in for Daily Mass, at 12.15pm,
through the Catholic
Voice website. https://www.catholicvoice.org.au/mass-online/
The Catholic Voice has gone online for the duration of the
pandemic. Check it out for lots of news items from around
the Archdiocese.
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Restock and resow: but how did your paddocks go?

Helen Smith – Agriculture Advisor
It’s been lovely to see optimal pasture growth conditions
develop for much of our local area after the drought
conditions and bushfires of 2019/20 prompted destocking
and feeding decisions. The discussion now is what
choices to make to optimise the benefits of this year's
autumn break and how to make good decisions to set us
up well for future seasonal conditions.
A key focus of a healthy pasture system is to have a
strong perennial base with deep roots to protect soils. In
terms of boosting feed for livestock, adding nutrients in
accordance with a soil testing and nutrient plan will be a
good investment, supporting the plants long-term.
Late autumn is a good time to do paddock assessments
to see what plants have come back following the harsh
conditions. Annual grass species – such as barley grass
and vulpia - and a range of broad-leaf plants may have
flourished with the reduced perennial grass cover.
Do a “point of toe” assessment, walking across the
paddock and recording which species are touching your
boot every ten strides or so. Hopefully you will find some
useful native perennial grasses, introduced productive
perennials, and clovers still present. Keep a careful eye
out also for nasty “weeds” that require attention.
If the “favourable” species and perennials aren’t present,
and weeds and annuals have become the dominant
species, investigate options to re-establish or encourage
and bolster the remaining perennials. Resowing may be
required, but this requires a long-term plan (2-3 years
minimum) as well as capital investment. Strategic grazing
and rest over the next few seasons may be an effective
and less costly approach. Develop a plan around which
paddocks will benefit from different approaches and how
this works for your farm. Fodder budgeting is a useful
tool to help you determine feed availability for your
livestock particularly during the winter months.
Assessing how much pasture there is now, how much
will grow with current soil moisture and over the coming
months under different rainfall scenarios, and
determining how many animals there are (for many this is
down from pre-drought) and their associated pasture
intake, are the pieces of information required in a fodder
budget. For meaningful application, budget no more than
3 or 4 months ahead and monitor as the season
progresses.

With current pasture availability restocking is being
discussed. If your fodder budget indicates a potential
pasture surplus into the winter/spring period, some buying
of stock may be beneficial, or you may consider other
options for the surplus fodder. Some businesses will not
be in the best financial shape and the restocking market
has been competitive. Building fodder stocks will
give flexibility in unpredictable and challenging seasons.
Consider how well you are set up to conserve and store
fodder. Many livestock producers struggled over recent
years with poor quality hay, silage and even grain coming
out of long-term storage. Planning out effective and
cost-efficient options can be used to optimise quality of
stored fodder.
At this stage much of this discussion is “feed” for thought.
With median winter rainfall predicted by the Bureau of
Meteorology there is some confidence, but it’s still too
early to say what spring might bring. Let’s “chew” on it as
the year continues.
There are a number of useful resources available
at https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/pastures-andrangelands or you can send your questions to an
Agriculture Advisor at Local Land Services
https://www.lls.nsw.gov.au/regions/south-east/contact-us.
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Hot off the press: Visit QueanbeyanPalerang Visitors Guide
The highly anticipated Visit Queanbeyan Palerang Visitors Guide has just been
received and is now available for local
operators to distribute.
The arrival of the first ever regional guide in
Queanbeyan-Palerang’s history marks an
exciting moment as we continue to develop
the region as a tourism destination.
The guide was regrettably delayed
due to bushfires, followed by COVID-19 –
making the first half of the year an
extremely challenging time for business
operators. The regional guide comes at a
good time as restrictions are expected to ease
over the coming months and domestic travel
resumes.
The guide will be distributed to businesses
that are open in the upcoming weeks. If you’d
like to request a delivery of visitors guides,
please complete the form below online.
https://investqueanbeyanpalerang.com.au/hotoff-the-press-visit-queanbeyan-palerangvisitors-guide/
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Capital Chemist Braidwood Colouring-in Competition
On Friday 1/5/2020 Kathryn Whitfield kindly help select the winners
of the Chemist's colouring-in competition.
Kathryn said “it was the beautiful, bright colours” that caught her eye
for the first places. The Chemist thanked Kathryn for her help in
choosing the winners.
The winners are as follows: Under 5 years: Sophie, 6-8 years:
Matilda, 9-11 years: Frankie, Over 12: Tate. Well done to all who
took part! We have appreciated all the effort that everyone put in.

Majors Creek Festival ANNOUNCEMENT
By Hannah Gillespie
Due to current Covid 19 restrictions and lack
of clarity around the future of large social
gatherings, sadly 2020 Majors will not go
ahead in its usual form.
However, watch this space for future
announcements regarding a potential 'Minor
Majors' on our regular second weekend in
November. Put it in your diary. If we can pull
it off we will...promise! Meanwhile, we miss
you all and are thinking about our festival
family, our supporting businesses, stall
holders and amazing performers during these
really weird and challenging times.
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Art - Home front - Paintings by JULIAN LAFFAN

At Beaver Galleries, Deakin ACT
1 – 24 MAY 2020
Home front' is a suite of exquisite works by
Braidwood artist Julian Laffan focusing on the
intimacy of the interior - particularly
appropriate at this time.
Laffan specialises in woodcuts and drawings,
exploring themes of history and identity. He
hand carves his woodcuts and chooses not to
print his blocks, instead creating unique works
by directly colouring the woodblock with
gouache, oil and pencil. This is a conscious
decision to reference the historical use of the
woodcut for the dissemination of information
and images. Each of Laffan’s works
thoughtfully transcribes a particular
experience, with this most recent series
focusing on the intimacy of the interior. His
pieces are a “reflection of place and time in a
single captured moment carved and
suspended as an image in timber”. Laffan
seeks to replace the instantaneous circulation
of information and imagery, so common
today, with prolonged meditation; a single
tableau documented through deliberate
labour. Alluding to the illuminated manuscripts
that were superseded by the invention of the
printing press in the 15th Century, “these
works return to the notion of hand coloured
individual pieces, working in direct opposition
to their potential as a matrix for the replicated
image in this digital age.”
Laffan graduated from the ANU with a
Bachelor of Arts (Visual) in 2004. He held his
first solo exhibition the following year in 2005
and, since then, has exhibited frequently,
particularly within the Canberra region.
Laffan travels regularly and has worked on
cross-cultural print based projects in East
Timor, Indonesia and the Thai-Burma border.
His work is held in the collections of the
Canberra Museum and Gallery and Print
Council of Australia.

Braidwood Interior by Julian Laffan

Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au

Suspended time - woodcut on birch ply, gouache,
oil, pencil, by Julian Laffan

Available works to view online or by
appointment.
https://www.beavergalleries.com.au/ex
hibitions/home-front/
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movie review with Jack Watkins-Sully

@raggedy_jack
Doctor Dolittle (1967)
With a new Doctor Dolittle coming out this year I decided it
was time to check out the original film version. This film gets a
lot of poor reviews and, to be
honest, their wrong. It's beautifully shot, well acted and
tremendous fun.
1967 was a great year for cinema producing four of my
favourite films, In The Heat Of The Night, The Graduate,
Guess Whose Coming To Dinner and Cool Hand Luke.
Sure it doesn't hit the high standards set by those four films,
but I doubt it was meant to. What it does do is provide two
and a half hours of light entertainment that can be enjoyed by
both young and old. The Pushmi-pullyu and Great Pink Sea
Snail aren't the most convincing creatures put to film, but they
don't detract from the enjoyment of this grand spectacle. In
fact they probably add to it.
Although I enjoyed the entirety of the film I would say the last
hour, after the intermission (in which I had a cup of tea and
ate scones with Raspberry jam and whipped cream), was the
best part. It had an unexplainable warmth and overall
comfortable feel.
Rex Harrison was reportedly a monster on set, but you
cannot deny that he gave an exceptional performance.
The more I see of Richard Attenborough the more I like him, it
was only a short amount of screen time but he makes an
impact.
Child actors get on my nerves, but for William Dix it's a
different story. He has impressed me twice this year with both
this film and The Nanny (1965). It's a shame he only made
four films. Samantha Egger and Anthony Newly were both
good in their roles.
The now out of print Shock Blu-Ray isn't perfect. There are
scratches and specks throughout most of the film and it
jumped a couple of frames around the hour mark, but it looks
pretty sharp and the colours are bright. For the $9.90 I paid
I'm very happy. If your a big fan of the film you might want to
go with the, also OOP, Twilight Time release, it looks
excellent, but expect an excellently high price tag to go with it.
Even a DVD will set you back around $30, my advice keep an
eye out on eBay and you might get lucky. Don't
listen to the naysayers this film is great.
Three and a half stars.

@Raggedy Jack currently holds over 1,000 titles and
continue to add more classic and contemporary films every
week. With the current situation the internet is slow making
it harder for people to stream, proving the point that
physical media is still important.

By Pony Club NSW
A week ago we commemorated ANZAC Day
and are reminded of the strong ties the Pony
Club community has to this day. We have still
been receiving messages from our members on
what this day means to them. Milly Coe from
Braidwood Pony Club has special ties to the
day, and participated in the Driveway at Dawn
with her horse Noddy. Milly’s great grandfather
and great uncle both served in World War 2.
They were both in the RAAF and served in
England in Bomber Command. Milly’s
great grandfather was in the 460 Squadron and
her great uncle in the 462 Squadron. Her great
uncle was a tail-gunner on the Lancaster
bombers and was shot down over Berlin on the
25th April 1942. His was the only plane not to
return from that bombing run. Her great
grandfather served in London in administration
and was present in Kodak House when it was
bombed. He survived that and continued serving
in England after the war had ended until
Australia’s service men and woman and/or their
personal effects (within Bomber Command)
were returned to Australia. Once this happened
he returned to Australia.

Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au
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Mask options?

Braidwood Golf Club News
2020 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS - May 23, 24 & 30
Please note the requirement to register for the
Championships by May 18, 2020.
Registration can be made at Saturday's competitions
leading up to the 18th, or by calling Mark Newman on
0409250713. Mark will hold the only copy of the time
sheet.
A copy of the current registrations are attached in this
newsletter for the information of members.
The hit off times for the Championships have been
listed from 11 AM to 1 PM with 10 minute intervals,
noting that we may get some overlap with teams of 2
taking less than two hours to play 9 holes.

Coming Events
Saturday May 9: Men’s Single Stableford - David
Goddard Trophy Women’s
Single Stableford - Madeline Lester Trophy
Sunday May 10: Mother’s Day
Saturday May 16: Committee Meeting 10.30am
Men’s 2BBB Stableford - Peter Young & Aaron
Clarke Trophy
Women’s 2BBB Stableford Northangera Trophy
Saturday May 23: Men’s Stroke (Monthly Medal)
Men’s Championship Round 1,
Women’s Stroke (Monthly Medal)
Women’s Championship Round 1
Sunday May 24:Men’s Championship Round 2
Women’s Championship Round 2
Saturday May 30:
Men’s Championship Round 3
Women’s Championship Round 3

Players (both championship and day players) may play
outside of those times if they wish - they just need to let
Mark know.
Results: Saturday May 2 Men’s Single Stableford
Men’s Winner: Brendan Sly 35pts c/b
Runner Up: David Jones 35pts c/b Ball Comp: Steve
Cansell 34pts, Mark Newman 34pts, Roger Hovey 33
pts, Michael Toirkens 32pts
Handicap Changes: Roger Hovey down 1 to 24, Rod
Royds out 1 to 19
No Women’s Competition
How have you been keeping active in isolation?
Send in your iso sports/activity stories & photos.
Send your contributions to mail@braidwoodbugle.com.au
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